
The stories 
leaders tell…
What happens when CEOs and senior leaders share significant 
and personal true-life stories with others at work? What impact 
does it have on how leaders are perceived, work relationships 
and productivity of their teams? This research focuses on 
how life-story sharing manifests in the context of work. The 
personal life experiences of a large and diverse sample of high 
profile senior leaders and CEOs were captured and leaders 
spoke freely about their experiences and the impact of sharing 
personal stories at work.
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Existing research on authentic leadership 
suggests that the most effective leaders 
are those with the best understanding of 
their own stories. Knowing who we are, 
where we come from, and where we are 
headed is like having an internal compass 
(George, 2007), a source of strength and 
wisdom that reaffirms our strengths and 
values and guides us. Being in touch with 
our own stories also enables us to engage 
in more truthful and open relations with 
others (Avolio & Gardener, 2005), and as a 
result, have greater impact on followers. 
What we know much less about is what 
happens when leaders share their 
personal stories with others, and perhaps 
most interestingly, what impact life-story 
sharing might have on leadership, teams 
and organisations.

Sixty high-profile senior leaders and 
CEOs were interviewed for the purposes 
of this research and, unlike many CEO 
studies, the sample is diverse in terms of 
gender, ethnicity and sexual orientation. 
Interviewees include CEOs from: major 
UK charities such as Samaritans, Action 
for Children, British Council, Comic Relief, 
Nelson Mandela Foundation; well-known 

organisations, e.g. Zopa, Sainsbury’s, 
Magnum Photos, WHSmith, Bob Marley 
group of companies; and other 
influential senior leaders including  
James Caan, Martha Lane-Fox, 
Lara Morgan and Stevie Spring.

Results so far indicate that, despite 
common perception that discussing 
personal matters in the work-place is 
inappropriate or unprofessional, sharing 
personal stories in the context of work 
might have important individual and 
interpersonal benefits. Even in corporate 
settings, CEOs and senior leaders spoke 
about their experiences of opening up, 
and about the value gleaned from sharing 
personal life-experiences with colleagues.

Analysis is still underway but many 
moving, poignant, personal, and insightful 
stories have surfaced from these 
interviews and interesting themes are 
emerging; notably that sharing personal 
stories and expressing vulnerability in the 
right contexts, can add a human quality 
to leadership and a richness, depth, and 
energy to work relationships that could 
even impact on the productivity of teams. 
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